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The modern German nation was forged on the battlefield; in January 1871, after the Prussian
Army led the North German Confederation to victory in a series of battles against the French,
King Wilhelm I of Prussia was proclaimed German emperor and ruled over 40 million central
Europeans. His diverse subjects, speaking a dozen languages and dialects and populating a
sprawling empire, hailed Wilhelm as kaiser (“emperor”), celebrated the de facto state holiday
commemorating German victory over the French, and sang their nation’s glory in the popular
“Lied der Deutschen.” The military tradition thrived in the German Empire, determining many
social and cultural norms and defining national identity.

The modern German state was born in defeat; in May 1949, conquered and partitioned by the
World War II allies, with 60 million people dead, the three western zone occupiers—the
Americans, the British, and the French—consented to the new “Basic Law” (Grundgesetz) for
the Federal Republic of Germany, thus creating the modern state.

For Germans today, their country’s military tradition still figures prominently in their efforts to
come to terms with the past (Vergangenheitsbewältigung). While many countries cite their
powerful military traditions as points of their independence and national pride, German culture
in the postwar era has emphasized integration in multilateral institutions such as the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization and the European Union.

Historical Overview

Loosely configured, the modern German state stands as the inheritor to the medieval Holy
Roman Empire, which collapsed in 1806, and the German Empire that followed from 1871 to
1918.

The territories of Central Europe, dominated by German speakers, have endured various
political incarnations across the millennia. Consequently, until the second half of the 20th
century, their inhabitants had seldom seen a generation without warfare. From the religious
wars of the 16th century to the Thirty Years’ War of the 17th century, victory on the battlefield
determined not only political loyalties but also the habits of daily life. In the wake of the Thirty
Years’ War (1618–1648), for instance, religious minorities often were excluded from polities,
forced to migrate hundreds and even thousands of miles. The 18th century, dominated by
nearly a dozen German wars, saw the relative expansion of two great dynasties—the
Hohenzollerns of Prussia and the Habsburgs of Austria—a contest that would only be settled
by a showdown on the battlefield. The Napoleonic Wars (1803–1815) reconfigured military
power on the continent and created a political vacuum by destroying the thousand-year-old
Holy Roman Empire.

The historian Thomas Nipperdey famously wrote that “in the beginning was Napoleon”
(Deutsche Geschichte, 1800–1866, vol. 1, Bürgerwelt und starker Staat). Perhaps unwittingly,
Napoleon inaugurated an age of nationalism, the powerful political-cultural force that called
for statehood to be organized around conceptions of national identity. A variety of 19th-century
schemes for German unification gained traction among liberal élites, but by 1848, they all had
failed. German unification only would be achieved, in the words of the Prussian minister-
president Otto von Bismarck, by “blood and iron” (1862). Two years later, Bismarck tested his
theory, touching off a series of three wars that ultimately (a) humiliated the Habsburgs, forcing
the Austrians out of the united Germany, and (b) united a single German Empire under
Prussian domination.
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A comparative latecomer to the European great-power competition, the united German Empire
embarked on a series of provocative actions to upset the European balance of power. After
Bismarck was forced into retirement in 1890, the young Kaiser Wilhelm II, abetted by a series
of sycophant functionaries, pursued an ambitious Weltpolitik (“world policy”), which “demands
our own place in the sun.” Among the consequences of the new Weltpolitik, the Germans
pursued an aggressive naval build-up, inaugurating a naval-arms race, and conquered a
series of African colonies.

The various European alliances and alignments that managed the great-power contest
ultimately devolved into the two adversary blocs of the First World War (1914–1918). The war
proved the undoing of the German Empire; by November 1918, the military Supreme High
Command (Oberste Heeresleitung) had lost the war. As German cities teemed with revolution,
the Kaiser abdicated his throne, and a new republic was born—in humiliation and defeat.
Nationalists propagated a myth to explain the defeat: the valiant soldiers never lost the war
but were stabbed in the back by civilians and internal enemies.

In the decades that fol lowed, Adolf Hit ler seized on that stab-in-the-back legend
(Dolchstoßlegende), as his National Socialist German Workers’ Party (Nazis) muscled its way
to power in the German republic. In defiance of the Treaty of Versailles, which had ended the
First World War, Hitler’s Nazis remilitarized Germany and launched an exterminationist racial
war on Europe, pledging to create a superior master race centered upon Germany. Nazism
venerated military symbols and organized its popular messaging around military ceremonies
for the armed forces, paramilitary groups, children’s groups, and the public at large. Nazi
language employed rhetorical tropes of militarism and hearkened back to an imagined
German past of military prowess.

In the early days of the war, the Nazi regime hoped to preserve the quality of life on the home
front, avoiding strict rationing programs and seeking to sustain prewar prosperity and
consumption levels. In February 1943, however, Reich Propaganda Minister Joseph Goebbels
called the German people to engage in “total war” against the enemy. In the final two years of
World War II, the government pursued an unrelenting austerity program, ultimately mobilizing
every available resource and person in the effort toward victory. By the end of the conflict, few
in Germany distinguished between soldier and civilian, as children, women, and the elderly
entered the fighting as Flakhelfer (antiaircraft auxiliary units), in the Volkssturm (national
home guard), and in other militia and civil-defense units. By 1945, Hitler’s aims for a racial
empire had been crushed, with the collective power of the world’s three greatest militaries
united to thwart his ambitions.

Unlike the First World War, in which the German people saw virtually no military actions on
their own soil, the Second World War had left the German homeland in utter ruin. By the end
of the war, Berlin, Hamburg, Dresden, and other large cities had been under nightly
bombardment and ultimately had been reduced to rubble. Food production had fallen to half
of its prewar total, as malnourished bodies succumbed to cholera, malaria, smallpox, and
tuberculosis. Millions of refugees, demobilized soldiers, former concentration camp inmates,
and released prisoners of war milled about the conquered country, searching for food,
housing, employment, and loved ones.

German industry and infrastructure lay in ruin. Armies had blown up bridges from the Atlantic
to the Urals, and hundreds of destroyed crossings and sunken riverboats clogged the great
Rhine and Danube Rivers. The vast rail network of prewar Europe had been obliterated.
Nearly half of the country’s apartment buildings had been either destroyed or rendered
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uninhabitable. Trümmerfrauen (“rubble women”) cleared millions of tons of debris from the
streets, rebuilding the country literally brick by brick. As the four occupying powers took
control of the defeated German nation, poverty and material privation intensified. The Red
Army exacted, in the words of Soviet commander Georgy Konstantinovich Zhukov, “brutal
revenge” against “the fascist scoundrels,” plundering and looting, and, as the historian
Norman M. Naimark has shown, raping upwards of 2 million German women and girls. The
Western Allies, on the other hand, by the summer of 1945, came to view German recovery as
essential to a general European recovery. The occupiers remained united in their belief that
they must overcome centuries of militarism endemic to the German culture, though, across
the coming 4 decades, they placed Germany at the epicenter of a global cold war.

Against that backdrop of east-west confrontation, two German states—the communist
German Democratic Republic and the liberal-capitalist Federal Republic of Germany—
grappled with the legacy of their national past and their enduring partition. The divided land
quickly became the most heavily militarized quarter of the world. Hundreds of thousands of
foreign soldiers remained indefinitely on German soil, as did the vast nuclear arsenals
flanking the so-called Iron Curtain. Those daily reminders of their nation’s violent past, as well
as the looming threat of military confrontation in their homeland, caused many Germans to
view war as an anachronistic and discredited notion, no longer an effective instrument of
statecraft.

As did the West German state during the Cold War, since unification in 1990, the Germans
have continued to demonstrate their enduring commitment to peace and prosperity by
integrating their country’s military into the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and by
renouncing a sovereign nuclear deterrent and weapons of mass destruction. They similarly
have ensconced their country within multilateral institutions, namely, the European Union and
its earlier iterations, often limiting their own national freedom of action. The Berlin government
often places a premium on self-restraint, the prosperity of others, and on “calculability”
(Berechenbarkeit) in military and foreign affairs.

War and Society in Germany

In light of Germany’s past, the German people’s history, culture, and national identity are
inextricably interwoven with warfare, violence, and genocide. Although the German state
largely came together at the behest of the Prussian king, armed with his powerful military,
scholars of modern Germany are quick to point out that German military history and culture
extend beyond the Prussian tradition.

Because Germany unified under the military consolidation of Prussia, many interpret modern
German militarism as an extension of the Prussian military tradition. The famous joke about
Prussia, attributed to the French revolutionary Mirabeau, holds that Prussia was not a state
with an army, but rather an army with a state. Winston Churchill took a step further, calling
Prussia “the root of all evil.” The historian Christopher M. Clark has reminded readers that
Prussia remains the only state in history to have been outlawed by legal decree.

Nonetheless, the Prussian military tradition certainly did inform its successor regimes and
sociocultural norms across the generations that followed. The bulk of Prussian territory,
scattered across the North European Plain, from the Middle Ages to the modern era, proved
inhospitable to nearly every group of settlers who tried to tame it. With few natural boundaries
to stop a potential invader and surrounded by more powerful states, small Prussia historically
maintained a disproportionately large army to ensure its survival in the unforgiving world of
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European power politics.

As the historian Gordon A. Craig has shown, the politics of the Prussian Army reached
beyond military affairs, into the country’s broader societal relations and sociopolitical norms.
War was used simultaneously to achieve foreign ambitions and domestic objectives. Other
scholars similarly have studied and identified this glaring irony in modern German military
history: even to the detriment of operational efficiency, the German armed forces, and by
logical extension German warfare, historically functioned as an instrument of perpetuating
traditional (i.e., old regime) notions of sociopolitical order and hierarchy. Instead of a direct
correlation between warfare and German grand strategy, the German military tradition
rewarded privilege at the expense of the commoners. Similarly, even when the tide turned
against Hitler’s Wehrmacht (“Defense Force”) during the Second World War, the Nazi regime
escalated its violence and persecution against its Jewish victims, particularly in its network of
extermination camps. Despite Nazi losses on the battlefield, the regime continued to divert
personnel and resources to carrying out its “Final Solution.”

In another distinctive characteristic of the German military tradition, war making and
peacemaking historically have been divorced from one another. The historian Dennis E.
Showalter famously explained that practice, showing how, since the Prussian Army of the
18th century, the German custom has embraced waging total war for limited objectives. That
rationale was defined by Chief of the General Staff Helmuth von Moltke the Elder, who
asserted that, after the opening fusillade, the generals retained complete control. The military
chiefs were charged by the commanders with forcing the enemy to negotiations for peace.
Diplomats and policy makers then assumed their responsibilities. At the same time, the
German military over the centuries has demonstrated superiority on the battlefield, routing
their enemies with superior maneuvering and tactics. Devising a lasting peace has proven
much more difficult.

See alsoGeography of War: Europe, Western; Holocaust; Nazism; North Atlantic Treaty
Organization; World War I; World War II
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